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Special Section on Multiple-Valued Logic and VLSI Computing

Recent development of high-functionality, compactness, low-energy consumption in System-on-Chip technology has been accelerated by device geometry reduction, however, serious problems not solved only by the geometry reduction have been becoming prominent. For the problem, innovative new-concept VLSI computing technology such as multiple-valued VLSI computing is strongly expected to be developed. Also, multiple-valued logic and algebra are expected to be effectively employed for logic design and verification. From this point of view, we have planned Special Section on Multiple-Valued Logic and VLSI Computing.

To discuss the same frontier area, the 39th IEEE International Symposium on Multiple-Valued Logic (ISMVL’09) was held on May 21–23, 2009 in Okinawa. We solicited for submission of the papers on multiple-valued logic and VLSI computing, not limited to the papers presented in ISMVL’09.

I hope the topics included in the Special Section will demonstrate recent development of novel and new-concept computing technology. Fourteen papers including two invited ones are accepted in the Special Issue which contents are divided into three subfields: logic design, multiple-valued circuit technology, and applications of multiple-valued VLSI.

The Guest Editor-in-Chief sincerely expresses appreciation to the following editorial committee members for their efforts in publishing this special issue. I also thank all the reviewers for their hard work.
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